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ABSTRACT The two fields of structural DNA nanotechnology and functional
nucleic acids have been independently coevolving, with the former seeking to
arrange and bring about movement of nucleic acid modules precisely and with
control in space and the latter producing modules with incredible diversity in
effective recognition and function. Here, we track the key developments in
structural DNA nanotechnology that reveal a current trend that is seeing the
integration of functional nucleic acid modules into their architectures to access a
range of new functions. This contribution will seek to provide a perspective for the
field of structural DNA nanotechnology where the integration of such functional
modules on precisely controlled architectures can uncover phenomena of interest
to physical chemists.

D NA has proven to be a powerful material for con-
struction on the nanoscale on the basis of the follow-
ing properties: (i) the availability of automated

syntheticmethods and continually dropping costs, (ii) chemi-
cal robustness that confers stability on the resultant architec-
tures and their subsequent ability to be functional under a
variety of environmental conditions, (iii) the uniformly rod-
like nature of the DNAdouble helix irrespective of its primary
sequence, (iv) the specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing,
which functions as an easily engineerable, site-specific, mo-
lecular-scale glue applicable to any DNA double helix, (v) the
periodic nature of the DNA double helix and the predictable
nature of sequence-specific thermal stability, both of which
predispose it to computational methods to design and fabri-
cate superarchitectures, (vi) the availability of well-character-
ized biochemical and molecular biological methods to cut,
copy, and covalently link B-DNA double helices sequence-
specifically, which allows manipulation of the construction
material, (vii) the modular nature of the DNA scaffold that
allows fabrication of architectures that are complex in terms
of both structure and function when multiple modules are
appended to each other, and (viii) single-stranded DNA
sequences, called functional nucleic acids, which can fold
and offer three-dimensional cavities suited to bind with
great specificity a range of molecular entities with diverse
function.

In 1982, Ned Seeman proposed that DNA, which until
then had been thought of as a linear polymer, could be used
to make branched architectures by using stable artificial
junctions with helical DNA limbs radiating from a central
node.1 These structures were analogous to metastable
naturally occurring DNAmotifs, such as the replication fork
andHolliday junction. “It appears to be possible to generate
covalently joined...networks of nucleic acids which are

periodic in connectivity and perhaps in space.”1 This
marked the origin of structural DNA nanotechnology that
seeks to create defined architectures on the nanoscale using
sequences of DNA that self-assemble into rigid rods that are, in
turn, connected to form superarchitectures of precise dimen-
sions. In 1999, it was shown that DNA could switch between
two forms (the B-form and the Z-form), and this motion could
be transduced along a DNA architecture, making it undergo a
twisting motion.2 Thus began a complementary aspect of
structural DNA nanotechnology, of bringing about defined
molecular-scale movements of DNA architectures triggered
by the addition of input stimuli that are chemical, photonic,
thermal, or electrical in nature.

Functional nucleic acids are obtained from a test tube
evolutionmethod called SELEX independently conceptua-
lized by the Szostak and Gold groups.3,4 It uses molecular
biology tools to pick out from a library of ∼1015 different
DNA (or RNA) sequences, a subset of sequences based on a
given selection criterion and amplify them.5 When sub-
jected to the same selection criterion repeatedly with
progressively higher stringencies, it is possible to progres-
sively enrich from the library, a pool of DNA (or RNA)
sequences with a specific functionality. If the selection
criterion is the recognition of a target molecule, then
selected single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequences are cap-
able of binding to the target with high specificity and
affinity. Thus, SELEX has yielded DNA sequences that
can bind a huge variety of chemical entities ranging from
small molecules to proteins, peptides, transition-state
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intermediates, and even whole cells.6 These ssDNA se-
quences called aptamers (originating from theword aptus,
meaning to fit) are generally about 15-40 nucleotides
long and can fold up in three dimensions to offer a highly
selective cavity into which the target molecule snugly fits.
SELEX has also yielded ssDNA (or ssRNA) sequences,
called DNAzymes (or RNAzymes), that are capable of
functioning as catalysts of a variety of chemical reactions.7

Here, the selection criterion is based on whether the
reaction is a bond-forming or bond-breaking reaction
and makes use of the fact that DNA (or RNA) sequences
with the desired property have undergone a chemical
change such as losing a segment in a bond-breaking
reaction or gaining a segment in a bond-making reaction.
If the segment that is lost or gained incorporates a mole-
cular tag (such as biotin), then it is facile to enrich the
pool by separating the molecules that have the tag from
those that do not, and the desired pool may be taken on
for further enrichment. Thus, nucleic acid enzymes are
known that can catalyze several reactions such as Diels-
Alder, Michael, aldol, acylation, phosphotransferases, ester-
ases, and ligase activities, to name a few.

The two fields of structural DNA nanotechnology and
functional nucleic acids have been independently coevol-
ving (Figure 1), with the former seeking to arrange and
bring about movement of nucleic acid modules precisely
and with control in space and the latter producing modules
with incredible diversity in effective recognition and func-
tion. Here, we track the key developments in structural
DNA nanotechnology that reveal a current trend that is
seeing the integration of functional nucleic acid modules
into their architectures to access a range of new functions.
This contribution will seek to provide a perspective for the
field where the integration of such functional modules on
precisely controlled architectures can uncover phenomena
of interest to physical chemists.

Rigid Architectures. In 1991, Seeman demonstrated the
first simple topological architecture made from DNA, which
resembled a cube (Figure 2a).8 However, it was soon realized
that in order to construct more complex, rigid architectures,
stronger duplex DNA motifs were required. Inspired by
biological crossover DNAmotifs, Seeman designed structures
such as double crossover (DX) and paranemic crossover (PX)Fi
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Key developments in structural
DNA nanotechnology reveal a
current trend that is seeing the
integration of functional nucleic

acid modules into their
architectures to access a range of

new functions.
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junctions in which two helices are conjoined along their long
axesby ss-DNAstrands that traverse alternately betweenboth
of the helices (Figure 2b).9,10

The advantage with these motifs is the ease of modulating
the dimensions of a tile (see later)while maintaining junction
geometry, important for constructing higher-order structures.
DXmotifs could bemade to combine to form arrays in 2D via
programming their overhang sequences (Figure 3).11 How-
ever, the use of unique sequences in overhangs demanded
different types of DX tiles that, in turn, required a larger
numberof sequences, reducing yields.Maoetal. exploited the
symmetry inherent in a DX tile to make DX tiles with a
reduced number of sequences per tile (Figure 3a) and higher
yields.12 In an important step forward, Yan et al. devised a
way to make 2D sheets of defined dimensions.13 They pre-
served the symmetry of the tile junction but made the tile
overhangs asymmetric. Now, since the overhangs are asym-
metric, the number of unique tiles required to create a finite-
sized tile is determined by the axis of symmetry in the final
tile. Thus, using tiles where all four overhangs are asymmetric
to make a finite-sized 2D sheet comprising N tiles would
require the association of N distinct types of such tiles. With
Yan's approach, if the tiles have Cm symmetry (wherem=2,
3, 4, 6), the number of unique tiles needed will be only N/m
(Figure 3b). Controlled growth of 2D patterns was also
achieved by Erik Winfree using a different strategy of algo-
rithmic self assembly (see later). An example is illustrated
using Sierpinski triangles, which are generated using DX tiles
whose sticky ends represent logical 0 and 1 that act as inputs
or outputs for the algorithm (or a set of instructions). These
tiles assemble into various 2D shapes using molecular logic.
For example, the association of DX tiles according to XOR
logic leads to the formationofaSierpinski triangle (Figure3c).14

Extended 2D sheets of DNAcan curve onto themselves such
that sticky edges meet, giving rise to DNA nanotubes with
varying dimensions.15 LaBean and Reif designed a strategy to
create nanotubes using DNA helix bundles, which made it
possible to control the circumference of these nanotubes.16 This
is achieved by first creating 2D sheets of varying lengths where

the first and the last domains in these sheets are complemen-
tary. Therefore, the simple pairing between domains in the
same sheet results in monodisperse nanotubes whose circum-
ference is dictated by thewidth of the 2D sheet. Nanotubes, like
2D tiles, can also act as scaffolds to precisely position gold
nanoparticles along their lengths.17 Alternatively, the surface of
DNA nanotubes can be coated with a thin metal film to form
nanowires.18 DNA nanotubes provide ideal platforms to create
predefinedmolecular tracks formolecularmotors likemyosinor
kinesin by positioning precise footholds for the latter.

In 2006, Paul Rothemund introduced a paradigm change
by using a viral genome to fold DNAhelices into any 2D shape
by adding small staple strands. This involved the folding of a
long viral genomic DNA by using many small staple DNA
strands which could control the local folding of the long DNA,
resulting in it adopting the desired 2D shape. This is called
DNA origami (Figure 4).19 Shih and co-workers then showed
the analogous folding and twisting of DNA helix bundles into
3D structures, called 3D origami (Figure 5).20,21 Origami-
based nanoconstructions, though simple to form, suffer from
the drawback that they require hundreds of strands to be
mixed, which considerably increases the complexity of the
systems. In this respect, other approaches toward nano-
construction using only small numbers of strands can be
favorable.

William Shih designed an octahedron that folded using a
1.7 kb long single-stranded piece of DNA.22 In 2005, a DNA
tetrahedron was made by Turberfield and co-workers in very
high yields by mixing of four strands of DNA in solution.23

Figure 2. (a) A DNA cube constructed using six different DNA strands, shown in different colors. Shown on the right is a schematic
representation of such a cube where the colors of each of these strands are indicated. Adapted from Sci. Am. 2004, 290, 64. (b)Double
crossover (DX) and paranemic crossover (PX) junctions. DX: The gray and black helices are connected to each other by one gray and
one black strand that span both of the DNA helices. The point where black and gray strands cross each other and integrate into the
next helix is called a crossover. Since each strand crosses over twice in this motif, it is called a double cross over junction (DX). PX:
Here, both strands of each helix span both of the helices. This is a result of simultaneous strand exchange of both strands of each helix at a point of
crossover. DX and PX tiles such as these may be programmed by appending single-stranded overhangs shown in red and green.

The tetrahedron is likely to emerge
as a powerful model system to test
the controlled manipulation of 3D

structures.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/jz1004957&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=400&h=128
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This system is likely to emerge as a powerfulmodel system to
test the controlled manipulation of 3D structures due to its

ease of production and clean characteristics. Krishnan et al.
showed that a DNA icosahedron could encapsulate other

Figure 3. (a)DX tile using aminimumnumber of sequences. Left: The design uses a circular, central strand (black)with the same sequence
repeated four times. This strand folds into a square by duplexationwith a portion of another strand (purple) present in four copies. The free
regions of the four purple strands are then combined with four copies of a green strand to form four DX motifs on a single scaffold. Right:
This DX tile has pseudo C4 symmetry with identical overhangs at each edge that can undergo further association along two axes to give a 2D
array. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2005, 44, 6694. (b) Finite size symmetric DNA tiles. Left: A 2D sheet with 5 ! 5 tiles requires 25
unique tiles. Shown is a 5! 5 tile with a C2 axis of symmetry requiring only 13 unique tiles (shown in different colors labeled A-M). Right: AFM
image of a defined 5 ! 5 2D sheet made using this strategy. Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 17140, copyright
2005, American Chemical Society. (c) Algorithmic self-assembly of DX tiles. Left: Two DX tiles 0 (gray) and 1 (white) act as inputs for the logic
operation XOR. For XOR, the output is 1 only if the two tiles of different number associate. Thus, the first layer of tiles (t=0) is built using a long
DNA strand called a nucleating strand. Once these tiles form the first layer on the long strand, then the subsequent layers of association are
controlled byXOR logic. In the layer t=1, the output is 1 onlywhen the two tiles 0 and1 from t=0combine. If 0 and 0or 1 and1 tiles combine,
the output is a 0 tile. The input of the (n- 1)th layer gives its output as the nth layer. Right: The final structure formedwith this logic resembles
Sierpinski triangles. Reprinted from PLoS Biol. 2004, 2, e424.

Figure 4. DNA origami. Left: A long single-stranded DNA (black) can be folded into any desired shape by using many small strands called
staple strands (variously colored). The long DNA strand gets bent or folded at predesignated locations by hybridization with the staple
strands into the desired 2D shape. Right: Examples of different 2D shapes formed using 2D origami. The upper panel shows the theoretical
shapes, and the bottom panel shows the AFM images of the actual structures. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.,
Nature 2006, 440, 297, copyright 2000, Nature Publishing Group.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/jz1004957&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=320&h=313
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nanoscale objects from solution.24 This system also has a
potential as a test bed to study the behavior of various
biomolecules under nanoscale confinement. Biochemists
have always used bacteria to produce large amounts of

specific DNA sequences for their assays. In an important
proof of concept, Yan and Seeman produced simple DNA
nanostructures inside bacteria that could be isolated and
purified on larger scales.25 The in vivo replication of DNA

Figure 5. 3D DNA origami. Top panel: A long strand of DNA (shown in gray) is first folded into a 2D sheet using staple strands (orange and
blue). Selected portions of the 2D sheet can then be joined together in space using other sequences of DNAwhich protrude out from the
plane of the DNA sheet (blue and white), folding the sheet up into a 3D object. Middle panel: Projections of desired 3D objects, where each
DNA double helix is represented by a cylinder. Bottompanel: Relevant projections of the EM images of DNA folded by 3D origami. Scale bar:
20 nm. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd., Nature 2009, 459, 414, copyright 2009, Nature Publishing Group.

Figure6. (a) FirstDNAnanomechanical device comprising a circularDNAwith a cruciformat the center. This device changes its state froma
maximally extruded relaxed position (right) to a minimally extruded strained position (left), based on the degree of supercoiling. Adapted
from Trends Biochem. Sci. 2005, 30, 119. (b) Device based on the B/Z transition. A DNA sequence which acts as a shaft (yellow) links two DX
motifs. The shaft either adopts the B-DNAconformation, positioning two fluorophores in close proximity, or adopts the Z-DNAconformation in
the presence of [Co(NH3)6]3þ, which rotates the assembly to place the fluorophores distally. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd., Nature 1999, 397, 144, copyright 1999, Nature Publishing Group.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/jz1004957&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=420&h=354
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bodes well for future scaling up of building blocks for DNA
nanostructures.

DNA strands can be chemically functionalized. Functiona-
lized 2D and 3D DNA surfaces can enable studying new
materials properties arising from precisely positioned groups
of inorganic nanoparticles,26 studying reaction cascades between
specific enzymes with precise relative positioning,27,28 the
oriented display of proteins for structural biology,29 chemical
reactions on surfaces,30 and biophysical phenomena at high
precision such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer31

between different molecules under precise confinement on a
2D surface. It may even become possible to create artificial
signaling pathways or artificial photosystems on ordered DNA
scaffolds or study molecular interactions between different
multicomponent biological systems by using DNA scaffolds
that function as reduced models to mimic the former.

Importantly, the controlledmanipulation of these architec-
tures by specific external triggers is an even greater challenge.
Sleiman's group showed that a triangular prism could be
made to change its lengths, transitioning through four defined
states and triggered by the addition of a set of three DNA
sequences.32 Turberfield et al. reversibly opened a given face
of a DNA tetrahedron by the sequential addition of comple-
mentary DNA strands bearing a toehold (see later).33 These
efforts show the emergence of definednanoscalemovements
of DNA assemblies in response to external stimuli.

Dynamic Architectures. The first nanomechanical device
was made from a circular DNA containing a cruciform which
could undergo branch migration34 depending on the super-
coiled status of the circular DNA.35 It was shown to change
from themaximally extruded relaxed position to aminimally
extruded strained position by the addition of ethidium bro-
mide, which altered the degree of supercoiling (Figure 6a).
However, the first device with more well-defined conforma-
tional states achieved on an artificial DNA assembly was
based on the transition from right-handed B-DNA to left-
handed Z-DNA, resulting in a twisting motion (Figure 6b).2

However, the real-time transition between these two states
was not observed. The first real-time transition between two
switch stateswasobservedbyYurkeandcolleagues,whomade
the first DNA tweezers, operated by the sequential addition of
DNA strands (Figure 7a).36 The first robust switchable device
triggered by strand hybridization was the PX-JX2 device of
Seeman et al. (Figure 7b).37 The paranemic crossover (PX)
DNAmotif can also exist in a topoisomeric form called the JX2
form, shown in Figure 7b. The PX-JX2 device uses two strands
that hybridize to the PX form and stabilize the tile in its JX2
topology. These strands are removed as duplexes to restore the

device to the PX form. This principle was used to construct a
DNA robotic arm (Figure 7c).38 This device consists of three
domains; one is an attachment site for incorporation into a 2D
array, whereas the other two domains contain (i) a region that
incorporates a rotary PX-JX2 module that is activated by set
strands that controls PX-JX2 transition and (ii) a reporter
hairpin whose position is spatially altered depending on
whether the device is in the PX topology or the JX2 topology.

Cells use molecular motors to transport molecular entities
on the nanoscale to carry out processes at designated loca-
tions. Consequently, one of the major challenges in nanotech-
nology is to design scaffolds that unidirectionally transport a
nanoscale object from a specific location to a precise destina-
tion along a predesignated path. The same year that the
kinesin molecular motor's Hand-Over-Hand walking mechan-
ism was established also saw DNA devices that walked on a

Figure 7. Hybridization-based DNA switches. (a) A DNA-based
tweezer. A DNA duplex has a central hinge region as well as two
single-stranded overhangs that are complementary to a strand F
(blue and green). Hybridization with F closes the tweezer. F also
contains a toehold (regions that are unpairedwhen F is hybridized
to the device). Addition of a strand F0 that is fully complementary
to F removes the former from the device, bringing the tweezer to
its open state. Reprinted with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry, Org. Biomol. Chem. 2006, 4, 3392, copyright 2006,
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) PX-JX2 device. On the left and
right are the PX and JX2 topologies of a given DNA assembly. Note
the relative positions of the blue helices. The assembly is stabilized
in the PX topology by hybridization with two SET strands (green)
bearing toeholds. Addition of biotinylated strands (Black circle) fully
complementary strand to the SETstrands will creates an intermedi-
ate assembly with an unstructured middle portion. The device can
be frozen in its topoisomeric JX2 formby hybridizationwith another
set of strands (gray) bearing toeholds that may be similarly
removed from the assembly. Reprinted with permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd., Nature 2002, 415, 62, copyright 2002,
Nature Publishing Group. (c) PX-JX2 device to power a DNA robotic
arm. Three domains of the device are (i) a bottom domain bearing
sticky ends (yellow and pink) for attachment to a 2D array and (ii) a
mid domain containing the PX-JX2 device (operating strands are
shown in red in the PX state and green in the JX2 state) and a
reporter hairpin (magenta). Adapted from Science, 2006, 314, 1583.

The in vivo replication of DNA
bodes well for future scaling up of

building blocks for DNA
nanostructures.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/jz1004957&iName=master.img-007.jpg&w=240&h=228
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molecular track also made from DNA. Sherman and Seeman
made a DNAwalker consisting of a DNA-based footpath, two
legs connected by single-stranded feet, and footholds on the
footpaths.39 The resting and moving states were achieved by
using two sets of DNA fuel strands designated as unset and set
strands (Figure 8a). Shin and Pierce demonstrated a proces-
sive bipedal DNA motor that moved by advancing the trailing
foot to the leader foot at each step.40 Yan and co-workers also
developed an autonomous, unidirectional DNAwalker.41 How-
ever, the coordinated, synchronous movement of walker legs
remained a challenge until very recently. Omabegho et al.
showed aDNAbipedalwalkerwhere such coordinatedmotion
was achieved by hybridization of a set of metastable DNA
strands.42 Interestingly, cross-linking studies showed that the
walker functioned as a Brownian motor completing a full
walking cycle on a track of variable lengths. Such artificial
DNA motors could be used as reduced model systems to
understandgeneral aspects of thephysics ofmolecularmotors.

DNA nanodevices powered by motifs other than B-DNA
have been also characterized. Such devices undergo confor-
mational changes in response to ions, small molecules,
proteins, as well as other DNA or RNA strands. In 2002, the
Mergny and Tan groups simultaneously reported G-quadruplex-
based nanomachines where one of the states was a G-quad-
ruplex that could be stretched out into a duplex by the sequen-
tial addition of fuel and antifuel DNA strands (Figure 8b).43,44

Sen et al. used a modified strategy employing a duplex with a
mismatched internal G-rich region that, in the presence of Sr2þ,
produced quadruplex that resulted in a pinched duplex that

could be relieved by the addition of EDTA.45 This pinching
motionproviding a contractile force could be the basis of a force
sensor to probe molecular mechanical processes. Similarly,
C-rich strands form a compact structure called an I-motif under
acidic conditions. The Balasubramanian group constructed a
similar device which used protons as a toggle between an
extended state (at neutral pH) and a compacted I-motif state
(at acidic pH).46 Simmel et al. demonstrated that such proton-
fueled DNA devices could be driven autonomously by pH
oscillations.47,48 Recently, Modi et al. showed that an i-motif-
basedDNAnanomachine could functionas anultrasensitive pH
sensor, reporting on pH changes inside of endosomes of living
cells in real time, illustrating thepotential of suchDNAdevices in
biology (Figure 8c).49

Despite a variety of proof-of-concept demonstrations, it
was at least 6 years before a functional dynamic DNA device
was reported. Thrombin is a coagulation protein in the blood,
and anaptamer that binds it (thrombinbinding aptamer, TBA)
is known to exist as a G-quadruplex.50 Taking advantage of
this, Simmel et al. made a G-quadruplex-based DNA device,
incorporating the TBA to control binding and release of
thrombin coordinated with the opening and closing of the
DNA device (Figure 9a).51 This opened up a new vista of
functional applications for suchmovableDNAdevices in vitro.
In a separate study, the Willner group used DNA strips as a
rigid scaffold which had regions that could immobilize DNA
strands conjugated to proteins. By using DNA conjugated
to glucose oxidase (GOx, which converts glucose to gluco-
nic acid and generates H2O2) and horseradish peroxidase

Figure 8. (a)ADNAwalker. Thewalking device (brown) is composed of twohelical domains linked by a single-stranded region and tethered
to footholds by a set strand (pink) bearing a toehold. Addition of an unset strand (2B) removes one foot, leading to the intermediate state 1A.
Additionof set strand2C tethers this foot to thenext foothold, leading to state 1A,2C. Additionof another unset strand (1A) removes the other
foot,which can then be tethered to the center foothold by addition of set strand1B. Reprintedwith permission fromNano Lett. 2004, 4, 1203,
copyright 2004, American Chemical Society. (b) G-quadruplex-based molecular switch. A G-rich DNA sequence exists as a G-quadruplex
(a closed state) that can be stretched into a B-DNA duplex (open state) by addition of a C-fuel (blue) bearing a toehold. This open state moves
two fluorophores far apart, leading to loss of FRET. Addition of a fully complementary G-fuel (Gray) resets the G-rich strand to the closed state.
Reprintedwith permission fromOrg. Biomol. Chem.2006, 4, 3392, copyright 2006, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c)An i-motif-based switch.
Here, C-rich regions in the assembly form an i-motif (closed state at acidic pH). The assembly relaxes into an open state at neutral pH due to
pH-induced denaturation of the i-motif.
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(HRP, breaks down H2O2) these enzymes could be accurately
positioned in close proximity. The relative positions of GOx
and HRP could be precisely tuned on the DNA scaffold, thus
resulting in an apparent increase in the local concentration of
the enzyme. Thus, the addition of glucose to the assembly
generates H2O2, which is the substrate for the proximally
positioned HRP, resulting in an enzyme cascade.28 Subse-
quently, this positioning could be achieved using a molecular
trigger such as cocaine by integrating a cocaine aptamer that
facilitates self-assembly of the DNA scaffold (Figure 9b).52

The integration of many other aptamers as functional
modules into both rigid and dynamic scaffolds is emerging.
For example, Yingfu Li's group was the first to show that the
fluorescently labeled adenosine aptamer, coupled with the
sequential addition of adenosine and adenosine deaminase,
led to a promising molecular switch.53 This was used as a
probe for high-throughput small-molecule screening for in-
hibitors of adenosine deaminase.54 The Willner group ex-
tended this idea to make tweezers based on this design
strategy that could transduce a conformational change onto
another set of tweezers (Figure 9c).55 Very often, cell signaling
that originates at the cell membrane is accompanied by the

orchestrated clustering of specific proteins, the molecular
arrangements of which are as yet unknown. 2D arrays
incorporating aptamers to key proteins could be used as
reduced systems to understand the physics of signal propoga-
tion in terms of protein densities and arrangements.

The strategic integration of quantum dots (QDs) into dy-
namic devices would enable tracking device operation over
extended periods of time. Conjugated polymers are light
sources with positive charges and thus might not even require
covalent linkage with the DNA scaffold. By combining QD-
functionalized DNA and conjugated polymers, one couldmake
photonic cascades that couplemultiplemolecular logic gates to
achieve more complex logical operations.56 An underutilized
possibility to control DNA nanomachines is the use of light.
Recent work shows that azobenzene-functionalized nucleo-
basesareapromising light-baseddeactivatorofDNAstructure.57

Thus, one can envisage phototriggered control of DNA switches
in vitro and in cellulo as a key advance in making next-genera-
tion sensors where function is elicited with spatial and temporal
control. Importantly, a unifying observation in such dynamic
architectures is a defined operation (motion) that occurs
upon the introduction of a defined input or molecular stimulus.

Figure 9. Nanodevices start incorporating functional nucleic acids. (a) A device used a thrombin binding aptamer module (TBA)with a
toehold (black) binding thrombin (AP-TB) in its closed state. Addition of a partially complementary strand Q (brown) binds the device and
opens it to form a DNA duplex with two overhangs (Q-AP), thus releasing thrombin. Q can be removed from the open device by addition of
strand R to reset the device that can now bind thrombin. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 3550. (b) Cocaine aptamer triggered
enzyme cascade. DNA circles are formed from three oligonucleotides, one of which is a cocaine aptamer (black). Addition of cocaine triggers
the self-assembly of these circles into a linear arrangement. This linear scaffold contains single-stranded regions (blue and orange) to which a
cDNA-enzyme conjugatemay be hybridized. Thus, enzymes GOx (blue) andHRP (orange) are placed at defined proximities to bring about an
enzyme cascade. Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2009, 9, 4098, copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. (c) A SET-RESET
system using adenosine aptamers. Tweezer A incorporates adenosine aptamers. In the SETmode, tweezer A is in its closed state as the yellow
strand is hybridized to it, leaving the reporter tweezer B in an open state. AMPaddition opens up tweezer A, releasing theyellowstrand that now
binds the reporter tweezer B and closes it. Addition of adenosine deaminase (AD) converts AMP to IMP, thus closing tweezer A, which
recaptures the blue strand from tweezer B, thus RESETting the system. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 3834.
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This has resulted in many of these assemblies being used as
molecular logic gates in DNA-based computation.

Computation with DNA. A simple chemical reaction may be
viewed as a computation where reactants are the inputs, the
product is the output, and the reaction is the processor of that
input. DNAcan also be used as a substrate for computing since it
can store information in the form of its bases and there is a rich
set of biochemical processes available to it. In 1994, Len Adle-
man showed the first proof-of-concept that DNA could be used
for computation in vitro using a set of DNA strands to solve the
Hamiltonian path problem, which is a special case of the
traveling salesmanproblem.58This pioneeredacascadeofother
NP-complete problems that were solved using DNA scaffolds
such as the satisfiability problem59 (SAT) and the maximum
clique problem.60 With the help of restriction enzymes such as
the endonuclease FokI, DNA has also been used to construct
simple computational units belonging to the class of finite-state
machines.61WhenDNA isused to compute solutions tohardNP-
complete problems, the output is read using a sequencing
paradigm. However, silicon-based computation is achieved
using binary logic, where the input and output are in a binary
format. Thus, there has also been interest in exploring DNA's
ability to compute within the same paradigm of binary logic,
where the output is also in a binary format. As a testament to
DNA's applicability to computation, this was achieved in two
ways, (i) construction of logic gates using DNA and (ii) logical
self-assembly of DNA into specific superarchitectures.

(i) Logic gates using DNA: Small units which control the
processing of information according to a set of operations are
called logic gates. A molecular logic gate senses one or more
inputs and, based on some intrinsic/designed information
processing, produces an output. Here, DNA assemblies con-
tain fluorescent tags that are either activated or deactivated
(the output) based on a trigger (the input) because the under-
lying DNA scaffold undergoes a molecular transformation in
response to the input strands.62 A DNAzyme consists of two
components, a catalytic core and an internal single-stranded
loop. When a single-stranded DNA substrate binds to the
internal loop of the DNAzyme, it is cleaved at a specific location
by the DNAzyme.63 Stojanovic and colleagues designed meth-
ods to useDNAzymes asmolecular logic gates.64 Thus, different
sequences of ssDNA that activate the DNAzyme are considered
as inputs, cleavage of the target DNA is the operation, and the
properties of the cleaved products are the output. The most
commonly used output measurement is fluorescence detec-
tion. Figure 10 shows the operation of such an AND gate based
on aDNAzyme. This is a simple logic gate inwhich the output is
1orYESonly if both inputs arepresent. In theabsenceofat least
one input, the output is 0 or NO. In amajor advance, Stojanovic
et al. combined different logic gates to create a platform for
multiple autonomous operations.65 This setup, called a mole-
cular automaton, performs all of the downstream actions once
the operation is triggered by Mg2þ. The automaton uses a
combination of YES and ANDANDNOT gates using an array of
DNAzymes and is called MAYA (molecular array of YES and
ANDANDNOT gates). The ANDANDNOToperation can actually
be used to implement the well-known tic-tac-toe game. An
operator plays against themolecular computer by adding input
strands to the 3 ! 3 = 9 wells of MAYA, similar to making

crosses in the classic tic-tac-toe game.MAYAthen autonomously
computes its corresponding move. Stojanovic and colleagues
have also used other combinations of DNAzyme-based logic
gates to create a half adder,66 full adder, and logic gates with
more than two inputs.67

(ii) Logical assembly of DNA tiles: Another approach, pio-
neeredbyErikWinfree,demonstratesDNA'scapabilityofbinary
logic. It uses as its input combinations of different DNA tiles that
further self-assemble according to the input logic into different
kinds of superarchitectures. Here, DNA tiles are programmed
with single-stranded overhangs and are considered as inputs.
Combinations of these DNA tiles self-assemble via these over-
hangs into larger superstructures in 2D.14 Such programmed
assembly of DNA is called algorithmic self assembly (outlined
already), where the positional information of the input tiles on
the resultant superarchitecture, according to binary logic, en-
codes the output. However, this is limited by high error rates in
tile assembly, and a major challenge is to design programmed
overhangs that minimize self-assembly error rates. An error
reduction strategy developed by the Winfree lab adopts proof-
reading tile sets that utilize cooperative binding effects.68,69

With DNA computation, we need not be limited to binary
logic. It is possible to construct assemblies that have multiple
inputs and multiple operational states and perform higher-
order logical computation. DNA computation is certainly find-
ing niche applications in biology. One of these is detection and
diagnostics in various biological samples. Winfree and collea-
gues recently demonstrated that DNA-based logic gates could
be used to detect microRNAs in vitro.70 One could envisage
coupling smart DNA and RNA units in stages to create
molecular cascades or circuits, and thus, the emergence of a
parallel field of RNA computation is not surprising. Recently,
Smolke and colleagueswere able to coupleRNAzyme function
and gene activity in cellulo to perform a logical operation.71

The input was the activation of an RNAzyme module engi-
neered onto an mRNA scaffold, and the output was a change
in the protein expression levels encoded by the mRNA.

Figure 10. Representation of the DNAzyme-based AND gate. The
AND gate has two inputs, and the output is 1 only if both of the
inputs are 1. The closed systems deactivate the DNAzyme. It
becomes active only when both input strands bind to loops, as
shown. This happens only in scenario (D) shown in the truth table.
Adapted from J. Macdonald et al. Sci. Am. 2008, 85-91.
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For DNA nanodevices and architectures72,73 to access greater
functional diversity, they need to spatially restrict biomacro-
molecules of relevance and control them for multifarious
applications. Thus, there is the need for a nucleic acid interface
between these DNA architectures and the world of proteins,
lipids, or cells. Aptamers andnucleic acid enzymes are one such
ideal interface,74-77 and the integration of such modules into
these DNA architectures will lead to devices with functional
impact. DNA retains its microscopic double helical nature even
when it is highly polymerized, which is evident from cellular
DNA,where smaller units (genes)performspecialized functions
independently. This is a strong indicator that it is likely thatDNA-
based devices that are many-fold greater in complexity both
structurally and functionally should become possible in the
future.
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